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Grasslands/Rangelands Production Systems——— Seed Science and Technology
The standardization breeding systematic construction for seed production of Qiancao NO .2 tall
fescue
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Qiancao No .２ was a new forage variety , that was bred by Guizhou Institute of Prataculture from the local Tall Fescue Family ,appraised and demonstrated for many years . Its adaptability was very extensive and restraint ability was good for hightemperature and humidity and drought ,Kept eximious resistant‐cold and trample and barren , The leaf color was dark‐green andkeeping longer green stage , strong resistant‐disease , the management demand was extensive etc characteristic . It was approvedby Guizhou Province Committee of Forages Variety Examination in ２００４ . For keeping its eximious germplasm characteristic andeffectively developed and continued to utilization the logical resource , promoted the breeding and reproduction and managementand administration of the new forage variety to be one whole . Adequately brought into play in well‐seed of increasing productionand plus . Came true industrialization development in Guizhou , we constructed its seed standardization reproduction system .For quicken up its production and application , translated the scientific and technical payoffs into productivity , Gained thelook‐head economic benefit for the management and selling , Increased the market competition ability . From １９９６ year enlargedtrail and demonstration decided it production and application in our institute at the same time . On the one hand , look‐headplanning and purification and reproduction , setting up the reproduction system of mother seed , coming true its examinationand approving with large areas application and spreading in‐phase ;On the other hand , Developing high yield cultivationpractices , building artificial grassland and forming a complete set of utilization technology research ; Finally realizing goodcultivation and method assort , proving advantaged technical sustentation for coming true localization of the forage seed inGuizhou .
１ .Technical Resource and Support of the High Quality Seed Reproduction .
２ .The Base Selection of the High Quality Seed Reproduction :( １) The base selection of the old‐original and original seed ;( ２ )The Base Selection of the Commodity Seed .
３ .The Type of Organization about the High Quality Seed Reproduction Base .
４ .The Management Measure about the High Quality Seed Reproduction Base .(１) The management as clear as a bell ;( ２ ) Signed the correlative contracts and agreement of the item ;( ３ ) Carry out thesystem of administrative leader and expert to take charge it ; ( ４ ) Strengthened demonstration and strictly checked ; ( ５ )Management by law and healthiness archives ;(６) Increasing publicizing and optimized service .
５ . Reproduction Ways of the Mother Breed .( １) Single plant selection ;(２) Compared and appraised on plant and spike line ;(３) Compared on the plant‐spike system garden ;(４) Mixture system reproduction .
６ .The Seed Production Technique Rules . ( １ ) The breed production : ① Selected on the breed production field ; ② The isolatecondition ;③ The breed field Production fixed number of years ; ④ The breed reproduction technique ; ⑤ The seed harvested andcleanness and select , done well to gotten rid of the weeds and bastard . (２) The seed production technique : ① The planting cropbefore seed production field and the Isolation Request ; ② The seed field production fixed number of years ; ③ The fieldmanagement .(３) The seed airing . (４) Choiceness process of the seed . (５ ) The seed packing and putting it into storehouse .
７ .The Seed Quality Test :(１ ) Appraised on the field varieties purity ;(２) Test in the laboratory .
８ .The Seed Quality Standard .
９ .The Seed Sold and T ransfer Application .
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